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Abstract. The aim of this work is to develop a systematic manner to close
overdetermined systems arising from conformal Killing tensors (CKT). The research
performs this action for 1-tensor and 2-tensors. This research makes it possible to
develop a new general method for any rank of CKT. This method can also be applied
to other types of Killing equations, as well as to overdetermined systems constrained
by some other conditions.
The major methodological apparatus of the research is a decomposition of the
section bundles where the covariant derivatives of the CKT land via generalized
gradients. This decomposition generates a tree in which each row represents a
higher derivative. After using the conformal Killing equation, just a few components
(branches) survive, which means that most of them can be expressed in terms of
lower order terms. This results in a finite number of independent jets. Thus, any
higher covariant derivative can be written in terms of these jets.
The findings of this work are significant methodologically and, more specifically,
in the potential for the discovery of symmetries. First, this work has uncovered a new
method that could be used to close overdetermined systems arising from conformal
Killing tensors (CKT). Second, through an application of this method, this research
finds higher symmetry operators of first and second degree, which are known by other
means, for the Laplace operator. The findings also reveal the first order symmetry
operators for the Yamabe case. Moreover, the research leads to conjectures about
the second order symmetries of the Yamabe operator.
Keywords: Prolongations, overdetermined system, symmetries
1. Introduction
The search for a unified theory in physics is resulting in new concepts
and theories. Some of these new developments have included overde-
termined systems for partial differential equations, conformal Killing
tensors and symmetries.
Overdetermined systems for ordinary differential equations (ODE)
are very well known and they follow a standard procedure called pro-
longations. This method is as follows: if yn = F (x, y, y
′
, ..., yn−1), is an
ODE, one introduces new variables, such that y = z1, z
′
1 = z2, ..., z
′
n−1 =
F (x, z1, ..., zn−1), reducing to first order differential equation. This also
known as a closed system. However, in the case of overdetermined
c© 2018 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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systems in partial differential equations, the method of prolongation
is much more complex. As a result, usually ad hoc methods are used.
Our research has developed a systematic manner for doing prolonga-
tion over certain types of overdetermined systems in partial differential
equations. This research has applications finding hidden symmetries
that agree with those found by other means in the Laplacian and
Yamabe case. Notice that a symmetry of a differential operator L is
a linear differential operator D so that LD = DˆL for some linear
differential operator Dˆ (Eastwood, 2005). Furthermore, this method
allows one to conjecture about symmetry operators of second degree
for the conformal Laplacian.
In (Branson, Cap, Eastwood and Gover, 2005) the authors show
explicitly the prolongation for some examples, and predict the form of
a prolongation for a large class of examples, without computing the
prolongation in details. This method gives us a way to know a priori
the number of new variables we require for closed systems.
To explicitly carry out prolongations in a systematic process, this
research uses representation theory and generalized gradients, which
allow us to express all higher derivatives in terms of the new vari-
ables (jets). These new variables land in sub-bundles arising from an
irreducible representation of the group structure background.
Roughly speaking, we first express the general form of possible higher
symmetry operators to the correspondent Laplace or Yamabe operator.
Next, we express all these higher derivatives (LD, DˆL) in terms of the
new jets. Finally a comparison of both results (LD − DˆL = 0) yields
the exact symmetry operators.
This research has used the Ricci program, a Mathematica package
for doing tensor calculations in differential geometry, by John M. Lee
(Lee, version 1.52).
2. Geometry
We are working on a Riemannian n-manifold with metric gab, and ∇a is
the corresponding connection associated to g. We are using the Einstein
summation convention; where repeated indices means a sum over these
indices.
2.1. Origin of the Yamabe Operator
Re-scaling the metric in a Riemannian (or pseudo-Riemannian) mani-
fold M of dimension n and metric g means
ĝ = e2ρg,
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where ρ ∈ C∞(M). In other words, the original metric is multiply
by a positive function. Such change of metrics are study in conformal
geometry and mathematical physics, eg. (Eastwood, 2004) and (Fegan,
1976) . Important elements in differential geometry are;
Riemannian tensor
Ricci tensor
Scalar curvature
Metric g
Rabcd
Rab
Sc
Metric ĝ
R̂abcd
R̂ab
Ŝc
These elements might be related as,
R̂abcd = R
a
bcd + ρbcδ
a
d + ρbdδ
a
c − gbcρ
a
d + gbdρ
a
c
Where ρbc = ρb.c − ρbρc +
1
2g
adρaρdgbc and ρa =
∂ρ
∂xa
.
R̂bc = Rbc − (n− 2)ρbc − gbcρ
a
a.
Ŝc = e−2ρ(Sc− 2(n− 1)ρaa).
The Laplace-Beltrami operator (∆) in terms of the previous formulas
can be written as (Yamabe, 1960):
Ŝc = e−2ρ(Sc− 2(n − 1)ρaa)
= e−2ρ(Sc− 2(n − 1)[∆ρ+ (n2 − 1)g
abρaρb])
= e−2ρ(Sc− 4(n−1)
n−2 e
−(n
2
+1)ρ∆e(
n
2
−1)ρ),
and setting u = e(
n
2
−1)ρ
Ŝcu
n+2
n−2 = [Sc−
4(n− 1)
n− 2
∆]u
or
Ŝc
n− 2
4(n − 1)
u
n+2
n−2 = [−∆+
n− 2
4(n − 1)
Sc
︸ ︷︷ ︸
]u.
The right side of this formula is know as the Yamabe operator (or
Conformal Laplacian), and it is a conformal differential operator on
Riemannian manifolds (Mn,g) for n≥3, written in common literature
as:
Y f = ∆f +
n− 2
4(n − 1)
Scf,
where ∆ is the Bochner Laplacian (negative of the Beltrami-Laplace
operator). This last convention for ∆ is used in the present paper.
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3. Associated Bundles and some Representation Theory
Associated bundles basically are principal G-bundles (G is a topological
group) where each fiber G is changed by a fiber V . The group G is
known as the group structure. In a Riemannian manifold (M,g), Ori-
ented Riemannian manifold or in a Spin manifold the group structure
G is O(n), SO(n) or Spin(n) respectively. In this work we are using
O(n) group structure.
3.1. Associated Bundles
Let G be a topological group, pi : B −→M a principal G-bundle; where
M is a Riemannian manifold, V a topological space and
λ : G −→ Aut(V ),
a representation G. Then the fiber bundle associated to B by λ, is a
fiber bundle piλ : B ×λ V −→ M with fiber V and group G, that is
defined as follows:
B[λ] = B ×λ V = B ×λ
V
G
where the action of G on B × V is defined by
g.(p, v) = (pg−1, λ(g)v), ∀g ∈ G, p ∈M, v ∈ V
piλ is defined by
piλ[p, v] = pi(p),
where [p,v] represent the G-orbit of (p,v) ∈ B × V.
3.2. Generalized Gradients
Generalized gradients are first-order differential operators and their
origin goes back to Stein and Weiss in (Stein and Weiss, 1968), Fegan
in (Fegan, 1976) and T. Branson in (Branson, 1997). There is a gener-
alization to an arbitrary semi simple Lie group G by Orsted in (Orsted,
2000). We use these results for G = O(n) in the following fashion: Let
M be a Riemannian manifold (Mn,g), consider the orthonormal frame
bundle E. Let B[λ] = B ×λ V be the corresponding associated bundle.
Let ∇ be the covariant derivative, then ∇ carries sections of B[λ] to
sections of T ∗M ⊗B[λ], so we have
∇ : B[λ]→T ∗M ⊗B[λ],
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where the tensor product T ∗M ⊗B[λ] can be decomposed under O(n)
into irreducible factors. This decomposition defines a natural projection
as follows:
B[λ]
∇
→ T ∗M ⊗B[λ] ∼=
⊕
β
B[β]
Proj
→ B[β].
Characteristics of this decomposition
− This decomposition
⊕
β B[β] is irreducible under the O(n) repre-
sentation.
− β is the dominant weight.
− Composition G = Proj◦∇ is called Generalized gradients or Stein-
Weiss operator.
3.3. Young Diagrams
A Young diagram is a representation of partitions of a number n, where
partitions are the different ways to express n as sum of natural numbers.
It is expressed as a collection of boxes, arranged in left-justified rows,
with decreasing number of boxes in each row. For example if n = m1+
m2 + ...+mk, is a partition with m1 ≥ m2 ≥ ... ≥ mk. (See Fig. 1).
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
–
Young Diagram
...
m1 boxes
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
mk boxes
– p. 1/1
Figure 1. Young Tableaux
For further lectures in this subject please read (Fulton, 1997). As an
application of Young diagrams, in representation theory we can asso-
ciate a weighted (highest weight) tensor bundle to a Young diagram.
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For example, if B[2]o is a trace-free symmetric 2-tensor bundle, we
have the following decomposition:
T ∗M ⊗B[2]o ∼= B[3]o ⊕B[2, 1]o ⊕B[1].
In terms of Young diagrams:
T ∗M ⊗B[2]o ∼= o ⊕

o
⊕.
Notice that T ∗M =
∧
= B[1] = .
Essentially, the tensor product of T ∗M =
∧
with an irreducible rep-
resentation B, gives us the direct summands; which are irreducible bun-
dles obtained by adding 1 box and subtracting 1 box. See (Murnaghan,
1963) for further detail.
4. Conformal Killing Tensors
A conformal Killing tensor Va is a vector such that
∇(aVb) = 2Cgab,
where C is a constant. The physical understanding is that when the
metric is dragged along some congruence of curves, then it remains
itself modulo some scale factor ”C”, which could vary in the manifold.
When ”C” is zero V a is called a Killing vector, and, clearly the metric
is left completely invariant as it is dragged along. Killing vectors are
named for a Norwegian mathematician named W. Killing, who first
described these notions in 1892.
A generalization of this concept is defined as follows.
DEFINITION 1. A Conformal Killing tensor is a symmetric trace-free
tensor field σab..c with order n, such that
[∇(aσbc...d)]o = 0,
this notation means; Trace-Free Part of ∇(aσbc...d) = 0, where the
parenthesis means that it is symmetrized in those indices.
Examples
Case n=1 :
[∇(aσb)]o = 0,
is equivalent to
1
2
(∇aσb +∇bσa)−
1
n
∇cσcgab = 0.
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Case n=2 :
[∇(aσbc)]o = 0,
is equivalent to
1
3
(∇cσab+∇bσac+∇aσbc)−
2
3(n + 2)
(∇dσdcgab+∇
dσdbgac+∇
dσdagbc) = 0.
5. The system close and Symmetries
In this section we explain our method through the proof of 2 theorems.
The first theorem concerns conformal Killing tensor of order 1, and the
second theorem conformal Killing tensor of order 2. In both cases, we
first find a closed system. As an application we find symmetry operators
for the Laplace and Yamabe operators in the first case and for the
Laplacian in the second case.
We now, give the solution (symmetries LD and DˆL) to the equation
LD = DˆL from section 1, or equivalently LD− DˆL = 0 for L = Y and
L = ∆.
THEOREM 1. Let (Mn,g) be a Riemannian manifold of dimension
n≥3, for any function f in C∞(M) and σa a conformal Killing tensor,
let Y be the Yamabe operator;
Y f = ∆f +
n− 2
4(n − 1)
Scf,
if
(Y )(σb∇a +A∇aσ
a)f = (σb∇a +B∇aσ
a)(Y )f,
then
A =
n− 2
2n
and B =
n+ 2
2n
.
THEOREM 2. Let (Mn,g) be a Riemannian manifold for n≥6, for
any function f in C∞(M) and σab conformal Killing tensor, then
(∆)(σab∇a∇b +A1∇aσ
ab∇b +B1∇a∇bσ
ab)f =
(σab∇a∇b +A2∇aσ
ab∇b +B2∇a∇bσ
ab)(∆)f,
where
A1 =
n+4
n+2 A2 =
n
n+2
B1 =
n+4
4(n+1) B2 =
n(n−2)
4(n+1)(n+2) .
These values A1, A2, B1, B2 are unique.
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Proof of theorem 1.
A conformal Killing tensor of order 1 satisfies the following overde-
termined system:
1
2
(∇aσb +∇bσa)−
1
n
∇cσcgab = 0,
where σa is a 1-form. Since
∇ : Λ→T ∗M ⊗ Λ
also by chapter 2 we have,
T ∗M ⊗ Λ ∼= B[2]◦ ⊕ Λ
2 ⊕ Λ0.
Then we have three projections, one for each summand. We can repeat
this process for each summand as follows:
∇ : B[2]◦→T
∗M ⊗B[2]◦
and
T ∗M ⊗B[2]◦ ∼= B[3]◦ ⊕B[2, 1]◦ ⊕ Λ,
and we end up with a tree as in fig. 2.
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
–
Representations in Young Diagrams
G1 = 0 G2 G3
G4
G5
G6
G7
– p. 1/1
Figure 2. Young Diagram 1
The gradients G1, G2, G3, are easily computed from the fact that
∇ = G1 +G2 +G3 then
(G1σd)ab =
1
2(∇aσb +∇bσa)−
1
n
∇cσcgab
(G2σd)ab =
1
2(∇aσb −∇bσa) = ϕab
(G3σd)ab =
1
n
∇cσcgab.
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Notice that, (G1σd)ab = 0. In general, to find any generalized gradient
we use Young symmetrizer, and the projection condition to normalize
them. See appendix.
5.0.1. Strategies Eliminating Higher Derivatives
We analyze each branch of the tree, and we see that some of them are
traces and some are combinations of other branches.
Composition Type I: This composition gives us trace terms, so it
is zero modulo traces and lower order terms. Then there are no further
branches from here.
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
–
Composition type I
G2
G4
– p. 1/??
Figure 3. Composition Type I
Composition Type II: This allows us identify one branch with
another one through composition. In other words one side of the com-
position can be written in terms of the other side of the composition
(see Fig. 4).
Iterations of the first and second type compositions in all possible
branches determine that all higher derivatives can be written in terms
of 4 independent jets, which are σb ∈ Λ, ϕab ∈ Λ
2, ψ ∈ Λ2 and θa ∈ Λ.
This is summarized in the next lemma.
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—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
–
Compositions type II
G1 = 0 G2
G5G8
– p. 1/1
Figure 4. Composition Type II
Lemma 1. Under hypothesis from theorem 1 we have the following
relations:
∇aσb = 12(∇
aσb +∇bσa)− 1
n
∇cσ
cgab + 12(∇
aσb −∇bσa) + 1
n
∇cσ
cgab
= 12ϕ
ab + 1
n
ψgab
∇aψ = θa
∇aϕbc = 0
∇aθ
b = − n2(n−1)Sc
bσb −
1
n−1ψSc
where σb ∈ Λ, ϕab ∈ Λ
2, ψ ∈ Λ2, and θa ∈ Λ (see Fig. 5).
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
–
Final diagram for the independents jets
G2 G3
G6
G7
– p. 1/1
Figure 5. Young Diagram 2
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5.0.2. Finding symmetries
To find first order higher symmetry operators of the Yamabe operator,
we first set the following equation:
Y Df − D̂Y f = 0,
where Y, D and D̂ are:
Y f = ∇a∇af +
n−2
4(n−1)Scf
Df = σb∇af +A1∇aσ
af
D̂f = σb∇af +A2∇aσ
af
After expressing all derivatives in term of the 4 independent jets found
in lemma 1 we get:
0 = Y Df − D̂Y f = 2−n+2A1n4(n−1) σaSc
af + 2−n+2A1n4(n−1) θa∇af
−∇a∇bfϕab −
2+A1n−A2n
n
ψ∇a∇af
+2A1+2A2+A1n−A2n4(n−1) ψScf,
so
A1 =
n− 2
2n
A2 =
n+ 2
2n
.
Notice that this holds for the curved and non-curved cases. This proves
theorem 1 2
Proof of theorem 2. Let σab be a Killing tensor, then,
1
3
(∇cσab+∇bσac+∇aσbc)−
2
3(n + 2)
(∇dσdcgab+∇
dσdbgac+∇
dσdagbc) = 0
or
[∇(aσbc)]◦ = 0 (1)
First of all, we want to write all jets of σ in terms of the finitely many
jets
σab ∈ B[2]◦
µcab ∈ B[2, 1]◦ νa ∈ B[1] = Λ
1
ρabcd ∈ B[2, 2]◦ θab ∈ B[2]◦ ωab ∈ B[1, 1] ϕ ∈
∧o
βabc ∈ B[2, 1]◦ λa ∈ B[1]
τab ∈ B[2]◦,
(2)
symmetriesprolongations.tex; 30/10/2018; 16:07; p.11
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here B[2]◦ is the bundle of symmetric 2-tensors, B[2, 2]◦ is the bundle of
algebraic Weyl tensors in symmetrized (as opposed to antisymmetrized)
form. A section is totally trace free and satisfies
ξabcd = ξ(ab)cd = ξcdab ξ(abc)d = 0.
The level in the array ( 2) indicates the number of derivatives of σ
involved. In fact,
σab
µcab = G[2,1][2]σab νa = G[1][2]σab
ρabcd = G[2,2][2,1]ucab θab = G[2][1]νa ωab = dνa ϕ = δνa
βabc = G[2,1][1,1]ω λa = dϕ
τab = G[2][1]λ.
(3)
Since ∇ carries sections bundles of B[2]◦ to
T ∗M ⊗B[2]◦ ∼= B[3]◦ ⊕B[2, 1]◦ ⊕ Λ,
and by ( 1), the second level of ( 2) holds the independent first deriva-
tives of σ.
The work begins at the next level. All first derivatives of ν are recorded
in θ, ω, ϕ. There are 5 bundles holding the derivatives of µ:
T ∗M ⊗B[2, 1]◦ ∼= B[2, 2]◦⊕B[2, 1, 1]◦⊕B[3, 1]◦⊕B[2]◦⊕B[1, 1]. (4)
The part valued in B[3, 1]◦ is G[3,1][2,1]µ = G[3,1][2,1] ◦G[2,1][2]σ.
But module order zero terms, there is one linear relation between
the two composition in the diagram
G[3][2]
B[3]◦
↑
B[2]◦
G[3,1][3]
→
G[2,1][2]
→
B[3, 1]◦
↑
B[2, 1]◦
G[3,1][2,1] (5)
That is
G[3,1][2,1] ◦G[2,1][2]σ ∼ G[3,1][3] ◦G[3][2]σ ∼ 0,
since G[3][2]σ = [∇(aσbc)]◦ = 0. See Fig. 6.
The B[2, 2]◦ part of ∇µ has been given the name ρ = G[2,2][2,1]µ; it
is an independent jet.
Next, consider the part of ∇µ valued in B[2, 1, 1]◦;
G[2,1,1][2,1]µ ∼ G[2,1,1][2,1] ◦G[2,1][2]σ ∼ 0.
See Fig. 7.
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—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
–
Composition type II
G[3][2] = 0
G[2,1][2]
G[3,1][2,1]
G[3,1][3]
– p. 1/1
Figure 6. Composition Type II
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
–
Composition type I
G[2,1][2]
G[2,1,1][2,1]
– p. 1/1
Figure 7. Composition Type I
The B[2]◦ part of ∇µ is an injection into the 4-tensor of the 2-tensor
(G[2,1][2])
∗µ = (G[2,1][2])
∗ ◦G[2,1][2]σ. By lemma 2 and G[3][2] = 0 this is
(G[2,1][2])
∗ ◦G[2,1][2]σ ∼ G[2][1] ◦ (G[2][1])
∗σ = G[2][1]ν = θ.
The Λ2 part of ∇µ is (carries information equivalent to) another diver-
gent. Let S be
S : Λk → B[2, 1, ..., 1];
then the Λ2 part of ∇µ is S∗µ = S∗G[2,1][2]σ. Consider the diagram
symmetriesprolongations.tex; 30/10/2018; 16:07; p.13
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G∗[2][1]
Λ1
↑
B[2]◦
d
→
G[2,1][2]
→
Λ2
↑
B[2, 1]◦
S∗ (6)
The two directions are linearly independent mod terms of order zero,
so
S∗µ = S∗ ◦G[2,1][2]σ ∼ d ◦G
∗
[2][1]σ = dν = ω.
We move to the next level. ∇ϕ = dϕ is given the name λ; this is
an independent jet. The three parts of ∇ω are dω, δω and Sω. But
dω = ddν = 0, and Sω has been given the name β; this is an indepen-
dent jet. To handle δω, we seem to require an essentially third-order
argument. Consider third order operator B[2]◦ → Λ
1. Modulo first
order operators, there are two linearly independent ones, since there
is one map B[3]◦ ⊗ B[2]◦ → Λ
1, and one map Λ1 ⊗ B[2]◦ → Λ
1. (The
symmetric 3-tensor break up into B[3]◦ and Λ
1 summands.). As a bases
of these operators (mod first order) we may take G∗[2][1] ◦ G
∗
[3][2]G[3][2]
and d ◦G∗[2][1]. Since G[3][2] annihilates σ,
(any3rd order op.B[2]◦ → Λ
1)σ ∼ dδG[3][2] ◦G
∗
[2][1]σ = λ. (7)
In particular,
δω = δd ◦G∗[2][1]σ ∼ λ. (8)
Next, we handle the three parts of ∇θ. First,
G[3][2]θ = G[3][2] ◦G[2][1] ◦ (G[2][1])
∗σ ∼ b∆σ ∼ ∆ ◦G[3][2]σ = 0. (9)
The introduction of the Laplacian ∆ here is via ( 1) together with
G[3][2]σ = 0 and lemma 3 (see Appendix).
The last ∼ in ( 9) is via the ”sliding Laplacian principal.” The
combinatorial formula for the operator G[p+1][p] involves free indices to
the right of the operator, and ∆ has only bound indices.
Next, we handle G[2,1][2]θ by reversing the vertical arrows in ( 6):
G[2][1]
Λ1
↓
B[2]◦
d
→
G[2,1][2]
→
Λ2
↓
B[2, 1]◦
S (10)
This gives
G[2,1][2]θ = G[2,1][2] ◦G[2][1]ν ∼ S ◦ dν = Sω = β. (11)
We handle b∗θ by ( 7).
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∇ρ has parts in B[3, 2]◦, B[2, 2, 1]◦ and B[2, 1]◦. For the B[3, 2]◦ part
consider the diagram
G[2,2][2,1]
B[2, 2]◦
↑
B[2, 1]◦
G[3,2][2,2]
→
G[3,1][2,1]
→
B[3, 2]◦
↑
B[3, 1]◦
G[3,2][3,1] (12)
This gives
G[3,2][2,2]ρ = G[3,2][2,2] ◦G[2,2][2,1]µ ∼ G[3,2][3,1] ◦G[3,1][2,1]µ ∼ 0, (13)
since we showed the underbrace assertion above.
For the B[2, 2, 1]◦, consider the diagram
G[2,2][2,1]
B[2, 2]◦
↑
B[2, 1]◦
G[2,2,1][2,2]
→
G[2,1,1][2,1]
→
B[2, 2, 1]◦
↑
B[2, 1, 1]◦
G[2,2,1][2,1,1] (14)
This shows that
G[2,2,1][2,2]ρ = G[2,2,1][2,2] ◦G[2,2][2,1]µ ∼
G[2,2,1][2,1,1] ◦G[2,1,1][2,1]µ ∼ 0,
(15)
where again the underbrace statement is proved above.
For theB[2, 1]◦ part of∇ρ, namelyG
∗
[2,2][2,1]ρ = G
∗
[2,2][2,1]◦G[2,2][2,1]µ,
we need to get out the 2 bochner formulas on B[2, 1]◦, relating the 5
operators G∗G (G a natural first order operator targeted at an irre-
ducible bundle) on B[2, 1]◦. We have shown in addition that two of
these G∗G, when applied to µ, produce something ∼ 0. Thus
G∗[2,2][2,1]ρ = G
∗
[2,2][2,1] ◦G[2,2][2,1]µ ∼ ∆µ = ∆ ◦G[2,1][2]σ ∼
G[2,1][2] ◦∆σ ∼ G[2,1][2] ◦G[2][1] ◦G
∗
[2][1]σ = G[2,1][2]θ ∼ β
(16)
the last step by ( 11).
We now move to the next level. ∇λ has 3 parts, namely dλ, δλ and
G[2][1]λ. But
dλ = ddϕ = 0
δλ ∼ δδω
by ( 8). G[2][1]λ is given the name τ ; it is an independent jet.
Finally on this level, ∇β has 5 parts. For the B[3, 1]◦ part, reverse
the vertical arrows in ( 12)
G∗[2,2][2,1]
B[2, 2]◦
↓
B[2, 1]◦
G[3,2][2,2]
→
G[3,1][2,1]
→
B[3, 2]◦
↓
B[3, 1]◦
G[3,2][3,1] (17)
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By (3.16),
G[3,1][2,1]β ∼ G[3,1][2,1] ◦G
∗
[2,2][2,1]ρ ∼ G[3,2][3,1] ◦G[3,2][2,2]ρ ∼ 0, (18)
the last step by ( 13).
The B[2, 2]◦ part of ∇β is
G[2,2][2,1]β = G[2,2][2,1] ◦ Sω,
since there are no invariant maps Sym2 ⊗
∧2 → B[2, 2]◦.
For the B[2, 1, 1]◦ part of ∇β, reverse the vertical arrows in ( 14):
G∗[2,2][2,1]
B[2, 2]◦
↓
B[2, 1]◦
G[2,2,1][2,2]
→
G[2,2,1][2,1]
→
B[2, 2, 1]◦
↓
B[2, 1, 1]◦
G∗[2,2,1][2,1,1] (19)
This gives
G[2,1,1][2,1]β ∼ G[2,1,1][2,1] ◦G
∗
[2,2][2,1]ρ ∼ G
∗
[2,2,1][2,1,1] ◦G[2,1,1][2,2]ρ ∼ 0,
the last step by ( 15).
For the B[2]◦ part of ∇β, we have
G∗[2,1][2]β = G
∗
[2,1][2] ◦ Sω.
Reversing the horizontal arrows in ( 10), we have
S
Λ2
↓
B[2, 1]◦
δ
→
G∗
[2,1][2]
→
Λ1
↓
B[2]◦
G[2][1] (20)
Thus
G∗[2,1][2]β = G
∗
[2,1][2] ◦ Sω ∼ G[2][1]δω ∼ G[2][1]λ = τ, (21)
by ( 8).
The
∧2 part of ∇β is
S∗β ∼ S∗ ◦G[2,1][2]θ ∼ d ◦G
∗
[2][1]θ
= d ◦G∗[2][1]G[2][1] ◦G
∗
[2][1]σ ∼ dλ = ddϕ = 0,
(22)
by ( 11), ( 6) and ( 7).
We may now move to the next level, where we must show that
∇τ ∼ 0. The three parts of ∇τ are G[2][1]τ , G[2,1][2]τ and G
∗
[2][1]τ. First,
G[2][1]τ ∼ G[2][1] ◦G[2,1][2]β
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by ( 21). Reversing the horizontal arrows in ( 5), we get
G[3,1][2,1]
B[3, 1]◦
↑
B[2, 1]◦
G∗
[3,1][3]
→
G∗
[2,1][2]
→
B[3]◦
↑
B[2]◦
G[3][2] (23)
This shows that
G[3][2]τ ∼ G[3][2] ◦G
∗
[2,1][2]β ∼ G[3,1][3] ◦G[3,1][2,1]β ∼ 0
the last step by ( 18).
For the part, by ( 21),
G∗[2][1]τ ∼ G
∗
[2][1] ◦G
∗
[2,1][2]β.
Reversing the vertical arrows in ( 20), we get
S∗
Λ2
↑
B[2, 1]◦
δ
→
G∗
[2,1][2]
→
Λ1
↑
B[2]◦
G∗[2][1] (24)
This shows that
G∗[2][1]τ ∼ G
∗
[2][1] ◦G
∗
[2,1][2]β ∼ δ ◦ S
∗β ∼ 0
the last step by ( 22).
Finally, for the G[2,1][2]τ part, by ( 10),
G[2,1][2]τ = G[2,1][2] ◦G[2][1]λ ∼ S ◦ dλ = Sddϕ = 0.
So there are not independent jets of σ beyond those given in ( 2).
5.0.3. Finding symmetry
Y Df − D̂Y f = 2A2−4B2+2A2n−4B2n2(n+1) λ
a∇af −A2∇a∇bfω
ab
+2A2+B1n−B2n
n
ϕ∇a∇af +
2A2−n+A2n
n+2 θ
ab∇a∇bf
+4−2A1+2A2−2A1n+A2n
n+2 λ
a∇b∇b∇af,
where
Df = σab∇a∇bf +A1∇aσ
ab∇bf +B1∇a∇bσ
abf
Df = σab∇a∇bf +A2∇aσ
ab∇bf +B2∇a∇bσ
abf.
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then
A1 =
n+4
n+2 A2 =
n
n+2
B1 =
n+4
4(n+1) B2 =
n(n−2)
4(n+1)(n+2) .
Appendix
.1. Generalized gradients (Stein-Weiss operators) from
Trace Free Symmetric 2-Tensors
Since the tensor bundle where the covariant derivative lands can be
decomposed into sub-bundles under an irreducible representation of
O(n), the projection of the covariant derivative to these sub-bundles
are called generalized gradients. Notice that these operators satisfy two
conditions:
1.∇ = G1 +G2 +G3
2.(G1σ)
2
cab = (G1σ)cab.
(25)
The second condition is by linear algebra.
Since ∇ carries sections bundles of B[2]◦ to
T ∗M ⊗B[2]◦ ∼= B[3]◦ ⊕B[2, 1]◦ ⊕ Λ,
Lets G1 , G2 and G3 be the generalized gradients from B[2]◦, so they
are computed as follows:
Projection on B[2,1] Bundle
Non normalized non-Trace term
(G1σ)cab =
1
2(∇cσab −∇aσcb) =
1
2 [∇cσab −
1
2(∇aσbc +∇bσac)]
= 12(2∇cσab −∇aσcb −∇bσca)
Normalized non-trace term:
(G1σ)cab = K(2∇cσab −∇aσcb −∇bσca)
Using the projection condition, we find K = 13 , notice that traces terms
has the form: φdd∗g∗∗, for simplicity we will denote φ
d
da = ηa. So our
projection would be:
(G1σ)cab =
1
3
(2∇cσab −∇aσcb −∇bσca) +K1(ηagbc + ηbgac) +K2ηcgab
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Taking traces:
0 = −13 ηc −
1
3ηc + 2K1ηc + nK2ηc (ab− trace)
0 = 23ηb −
1
3ηb +K1(ηb + nηb) +K2ηb (ac− trace)
System: 

0 = −23 + 2K1 + nK2,
0 = 13 +K1(1 + n) +K2.
Then
K1 =
−1
3(n − 1)
, K2 =
2
3(n− 1)
,
so our projection is:
(G1σ)cab =
2
3∇cσab −
1
3∇aσcb −
1
3∇bσca −
1
3(n−1)(ηagbc + ηbgac)
+ 23(n−1)ηcgab.
Projection on B[3] Bundle
(G3σ)cab =
1
3(∇cσab +∇bσac +∇aσbc) +K1ηcgab+
K2(ηbgac + ηagbc)
Taking traces:
0 = 13(ηc + ηc) + nK1ηc + 2K2ηc (ab− trace)
0 = 23ηb +K1ηb +K2(nηb + ηb) (ac− trace)
System: 

0 = 23 + nK1 + 2K2,
0 = 23 +K1 +K2(1 + n).
Then
K1 =
−2
3(n + 2)
, K2 =
−2
3(n+ 2)
,
so our projection is:
(G3σ)cab =
1
3(∇cσab +∇bσac +∇aσbc) +
−2
3(n+2)(ηcgab + ηbgac
+ηagbc).
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Projection on B[1] Bundle Since adding all the 3 projections we
have the identity (∇ = G1 +G2 +G3), so our last projections is G2 =
∇−G1 −G3, then we have
(G2σ)cab =
n
(n+ 2)(n − 1)
(ηbgac + ηagbc)−
2
(n+ 2)(n − 1)
ηcgab.
.2. Bochner Formulas
Lemma 2. Under conditions of previous section we have the next
formula:
((2G∗3 ◦G3 −G
∗
1 ◦G1 −
2n2
(n+2)(n−1)G[2][1] ◦G
∗
[2][1])σ)bc =
rubσuc + r
u
cσub − 2R
u
c
a
bσau.
Proof. Taking the gradients computed above we have
(G∗3 ◦G3σ)bc = ∇
a(G3σ)abc
−13(∇
a∇aσbc +∇
a∇bσac +∇
a∇cσab)
+ 23(n+2)(∇
aηagbc +∇cηb +∇bηc)
≈ −13∇
a∇aσbc +
2
3(n+2)(2∇
aηagbc − n(∇cηb +∇bηc)),
where ≈ means module curvature terms
1
3
(−rubσuc − r
u
cσub + 2R
u
c
a
bσau).
Furthermore,
(G∗1 ◦G1σ)bc = ∇
a(G1σ)abc
−23∇
a∇aσbc +
1
3(∇
a∇bσac +∇
a∇cσab)
− 23(n−1)∇
aηagbc +
1
3(n−1)(∇cηb +∇bηc)
≈ −23∇
a∇aσbc −
1
3(n−1)(2∇
aηagbc − n(∇cηb +∇bηc)).
Finally,
(G∗2 ◦G2σ)bc =
1
(n+2)(n−1)(2∇
aηagbc − n(∇cηb +∇bηc)).
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Notice that:
σab
G∗
[2][1]
→ −ηa
G[2][1]
→ −
1
2
(∇aηb +∇bηa −
2
n
∇dηdgab),
so
G∗2 ◦G2 =
2n
(n+ 2)(n − 1)
G[2][1] ◦G
∗
[2][1].
Thus the exact Bochner formula is
((2G∗3 ◦G3 −G
∗
1 ◦G1 −
2n2
(n+2)(n−1)G[2][1] ◦G
∗
[2][1])σ)bc =
rubσuc + r
u
cσub − 2R
u
c
a
bσau
or
((2G∗[3][2] ◦G[3][2] −G
∗
[2,1][2] ◦G[2,1][2] −
2n2
(n+2)(n−1)G[2][1] ◦G
∗
[2][1])σ)bc =
rubσuc + r
u
cσub − 2R
u
c
a
bσau.
Lemma 3.
G∗[3][2] ◦G[3][2] + cG[2][1] ◦G
∗
[2][1] + h
∗h = ∇∗∇ = ∆
or
G∗3 ◦G3 + cG1 ◦G
∗
1 +G
∗
2 ◦G2 = ∇
∗∇ = ∆.
Proof. Immediately from proof of Lemma 2.
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